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Remote Control: Victoria London Drugs
Location Rolls Out New 'Roll-E' Robotic

Vehicle For Curbside Pickup

Pilot Project Utilizes Cutting-Edge Robot for Contactless Collection, with Potential Application for

Future Delivery of Goods and Services from London Drugs



April 6, 2022 (Victoria, BC) - E-commerce will boldly go where no robotic vehicle has gone

before as London Drugs debuts a state-of-the-art, robotic vehicle dubbed ‘ROLL-E’ at its Harris

Green Village location in Victoria, delivering orders directly to the customer’s vehicle for

curbside collection.

Engineered by Victoria’s InDro Robotics, ROLL-E is a remotely operated, four-wheel vehicle

with a temperature-controlled cargo bay, front and rear cameras, GPS tracking, wireless

charging capability and a maximum speed of 10km/h. The pilot vehicle has the capacity to

o�er London Drugs customers secure, contactless curbside pickup.

“With the ubiquity of curbside pickup services now available, we’re constantly looking at new

ways to invest and adopt cutting-edge solutions that will serve our customers in the safest,

easiest and most user-friendly ways possible,” says Clint  Mahlman, London Drugs

president and COO. “We’re excited to pilot ROLL-E at our Harris Green Village store and

further explore the full range of applications that this technology can add to our services in

Victoria and at other locations throughout Western Canada.”

Due to regulations regarding airspace in urban centres like Vancouver, uncrewed ground

vehicles have the edge over uncrewed aerial vehicles, typically referred to as drones, when it

comes to e�ective and dependable remote delivery options. Ground-based robots like ROLL-E

o�er the same advantages as drones with zero impact on airspace, can be set up and

deployed quickly, are easy to operate, utilize existing infrastructure such as crosswalks,

sidewalks and pathways, and produce zero emissions.

London Drugs and InDro previously teamed up with Canada Post and Country Grocer for a

trial conducted on Salt Spring Island that tested the viability of using a drone to expedite

delivery of medications to customers in remote communities. The drone was able to securely

deliver prescriptions in minutes, saving customers hours in travel time and demonstrating the

ability to quickly deliver products such as an Epipen in an emergency.

https://www.londondrugs.com/
https://indrorobotics.ca/


Recognizing ROLL-E's capabilities and e�ciencies, London Drugs is also testing the possibility

of integrating the robotic vehicle into their pick and pack ful�llment service, which could lead

to building this technology into their operations both in-store and in the back o�ce.

For more information, visit londondrugs.com.
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About London Drugs

Founded in 1945, B.C.-based London Drugs sells to every province and territory in Canada

through its online store www.LondonDrugs.com and has 79 physical stores in more than 35

major markets throughout British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. London

Drugs o�ers consumers a range of products from personal protection equipment for

pandemic safety, to digital cameras and cosmetics to computers and televisions. Renowned

for its creative approach to retailing, the company employs more than 9000 people with

pharmacy and health care services at the heart of its business. Committed to innovation and

superior customer service, London Drugs has established itself as a reputable and caring

Canadian company that supports Canadian brands and continues to position itself for future

growth and development.
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